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Robust Throttle Control of
Automotive Engines:
Theory and Experiment
An adaptive, sliding control algorithm is developed for automated throttle control of
an I.e. engine to be used in drive-by-wire applications such as coordinated engine/
transmission gear shiftings, traction control and autonomous vehicle control (IVHS).
The paper presents a new sliding control formulation that includes combustion transport delays and a simplified adapation law to account for slowly varying engine
parameters. The new technique is evaluated by computer simulation and laboratory
dynamometer tests.

1

Introduction
In recent years, dynamic models for automotive engines have
been developed that are accurate enough to be used for nonlinear
controllers, but simple enough to be computed in real time
(Moskwa and Hedrick, 1989). Previous research on automotive
powertrain control has indicated that if a high performance
engine controller can be combined with transmission controls
on a clutch-to-clutch transmission, significantly improved shift
quality can be achieved (Moskwa and Hedrick, 1990). An engine controller designed for this purpose must not only have
high performance, but it must also be robust to modeling errors
and be computationally efficient. Sliding controls have been
shown to have very good robustness properties, but the relative
degree of the system, i.e., the number of times that the system
output must be differentiated before the resulting expression
becomes a function of the input, can be a critical parameter in
determining the complexity of the controller design (Slotine
and Li, 1991). Systems with a relative degree higher than one
are especially difficult since a sliding mode control derivation
for such a system will require that the model be differentiated
several times. The two surface scheme was developed to reduce
the relative order between the input and output to one (Green
and Hedrick, 1990). It is accomplished by defining intake manifold air mass (or equivalently manifold pressure and temperature) as a synthetic input to the output (engine speed), then
treating that mass as a synthetic output of the actual input (throttle). Each of these two synthetic systems has a relative degree
of one and the sliding surface is therefore greatly simplified.
This paper outlines the design of a multi-surface sliding mode
engine control algorithm, and the derivation of adaptive algorithms to improve the performance of the controller under the
presence of parametric uncertainties. The performance of the
multi-surface adaptive controller will be demonstrated both
through simulation and through implementation on an automotive engine.
The purpose of this study is to develop a robust throttle
control algorithm for all drive-by-wire applications such as coordinated engine/transmission gear shifting, traction control
and autonomous vehicle control, e.g., IVHS.
2

Engine Modeling
Engine models have been developed by many authors for a
variety of purposes (Powell et al., 1981; Powell, 1987; Woods
and Goh, 1979; Ohata and Ishida, 1982). Dobner (1980) devel-

oped an empirical model incorporating steady-state engine
maps. Moskwa and Hedrick (1989) simplified this model for
real-time engine control. A convenient version of this model
for throttle control alone is the following two state version (see
Table 1):
JeC^e = T„e:(u},, ma) " T,,

P„V =

mJ„R
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(2)

nia = rhai{a, ma) — rhaoiuje-, nia)

(3)

rha, = MAX

(4)

TC(Q:) P R I ( P „ / P J

Equation (1) is Newton's law for the engine where J^ is the
"effective" engine rotational inertia and, depending upon the
application, can be a function of various powertrain inertias,
vehicle mass and the transmission gear ratio to reflect back to
the engine (Cho and Hedrick, 1989). r„e,(a)e, m„) is the net
combustion torque (indicated torque minus friction torque) and
is provided by the engine manufacturer as a table-look-up. T^
is the load torque on the engine and, similar to the effective
engine inertia, can be dependent on engine speed, gear ratio,
grade change etc. In this paper, Ti, represents the dynamometer
load which will be set to a constant. Equation (2) is the ideal
gas law for air which we assume approximates the relationship
between_intake manifold pressure, temperature, and air mass.
V and R are taken to be constant. Equation (3) is the flow
continuity equation for the flow of air into and out of the intake
manifold. m<,i represents the mass air flow through the throttle
valve and depends upon the projected area the air flow sees as
a function of throttle position (TC(a)) and the choked flow
condition across the valve (PRI(P„,/P„)). Graphical and analytical representations for these two functions are given in Cho
and Hedrick (1989). m„o is the mass air flow rate into the
cylinders and is provided as a steady-state map as a function
of uje and m^.
The intake manifold dynamics (Eq. (3)) is generally faster
than the engine rotational dynamics (Eq. (1)) with the possible
exception of transmission gear shifting coordinations. Clearly
the speed of the engine dynamics depends upon the size of J^.
For the experimental work, in this paper (engine/dyno) it was
necessary to include m„ as a state. For other drive-by-wire applications it may be possible to neglect intake manifold transients
and to set.
rhaiia, ma) = niaoitOe, ma)
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(1)

(5)

It is then possible to combine the two steady-state engine maps
into one, i.e.,
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Table 1 Nomenclature
Meaning

Symbol

c,
J,
m„
liiiii
"ioo

MAX
P,„
P,,
PRI
R

s,
S2
T,

T,„
TC
a
w.

manifold air mass is nonlinear, a sliding mode control law is
used again:

torque constant
effective engine inertia
mass of air in the manifold
mass flow of air into the manifold
mass flow of air out of the manifold
maximum air flow through throttle (constant)
air pressure in the manifold
atmospheric air pressure
normalized throttle flow as a function of pressure
ratio (PJP,)
gas constant of air
engine speed sliding surface
intake manifold air mass sliding surface
externally applied torque
net engine torque
normalized throttle flow as a function of throttle
position
throttle position
engine speed

(6)

r„et = Tnaioi, W j

which simplifies the control algorithm. We have not considered
EGR (Exhaust Gas Recirculation) in this simplified model and
we assume that independent controllers maintain proper spark
timing and air/fuel ratio.

3 Development of a Multi-Surface Sliding Mode
Controller
The sliding mode controllers discussed in this paper are based
on the two state engine model developed above. At first, the
throttle/torque time delay is neglected in order to design a
causal controller. A controller which considers the plant time
delay is discussed in the next chapter.
3.1 Algorithm Derivation. The relative degree, defined
as the number of times the system output must be differentiated
to get an explicit input/output relationship, between engine
speed and throttle control action is two. A way to reduce the
relative degree is to define one of the states to be a synthetic
control (Green and Hedrick, 1990). The synthetic control is
defined to be a state that, although it might not be the true input
to the system, is taken to be the input for controller design. If
the relative order between the synthetic control and the system
output is less than the relative degree of the original system,
and if the synthetic control can be made to track its reference
with a boundable error, then a simple control algorithm may be
designed using the synthetic control as the input. Since the
relative degree of the redefined system will be reduced, the
output will be differentiated fewer times, and less knowledge
of the plant is necessary. Let the manifold air mass be a synthetic
control, then the relative degree between engine speed and the
control is one. As usual, define the first sliding surface and
differentiate it:
Si = UJe S\ = Co,. -

Wedes

(7)

COeiles = ~^lS\

(8)

By substituting the state equations:
T„e,(LUe, m„,fe,) = Je[u)e,hs -

k^Si]

+ TL

(9)

or
m^de., = rnade.{T„et, W j

Si = nil, ~ fHades

(11)

S2 = tha — rilades = — ^iSl

(12)

A practical way of handling m„rf„ is to approximate it numerically. By substituting the state equations:
nlaidei — "Jdo + fflades

'^2'J2

(13)

with control input:
a = TC"

"'•aides

(14)

MAX PRI

In addition to the benefit of simplifying the control law, we
obtain a second design variable X2, where X., and \2 are feedback
control gains.
3.2 Modification of a Sliding Surface. For the second
control surface, m„' is measured to get the table value of m„„.
But m„ includes measurement noise and m^^ is sensitive to the
variation of m„. A solution to this problem is filtering m^, but
filtering introduces phase lag. Another solution is to use m„des
instead of m„. Let
(15)
(16)
and define
tfiaides = mao + 'W^des ~ X.2'J2

(17)

instead of Eq. (13). Then
So = m„,

f'lades

5^5,=

-XiSj

•\2S2-

(rflao -

(rhao- rhao) (18)

mao)S2

(19)

Since the air flow rate out of the manifold irk„„) increases as
the air pressure of the manifold (m„) increases for I.C. engines
at a given speed, the partial derivative of «„„ with respect to
m„ is greater than zero. If S2 > 0, i.e., w^ > m„des then m„o >
rflao and vice versa. So, {rhao - rhao)S2 > 0, and this term makes
the control algorithm more stable.
3.3 Discussion and Simulation Results. The engine was
simulated as having a known applied load, no modeling error
and no time delay. For this paper X.j and X.2 were set to 10 [s ' ]
and 80 [s"'] on the basis of computer simulations. The desired
trajectories for these simulations were chosen to be a sine wave
and a step function. Figures 1 and 2 show that the performance
of the sliding mode control algorithm is very good for a wide
range of driving conditions. For simulation and experimental
work Ti was set to be a constant of 67.7 N-m.
4

Time Delay Model
The total throttle/torque time delay is a combination of fueling delay and transport delay. The fueling delay depends greatly
on the particular fueling method, and the transport delay is a
function of the injector firing interval and the injector solenoid
size as well as the engine speed (Cho and Hedrick, 1989).
Combined with the lag due to filtering measured data, the total
time delay is up to 70 ms at the nominal speed of 3000 rpm
for the engine of this study. This time delay causes a phase
shift and overshoot to the response as shown in Fig. 3. Let the

(10)

The next step is to forceOT„to track nXades with a boundable
error. Since the relationship between the throttle position and
Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control

' The pressure and temperature are measured and the ideal gas law is used to
estimate the air mass.
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Fig. 3 Actual plant with time delay, simulation

where
i^edesit

+ nh)

+ y

= UJedesit)

+

n[UJedesit)

"

LOedeAt

[l^edeAt)

i!be{t + nh)

-

k)]

(f-2/i)]
OJe. , ( r +

nh)

=

U),it)

-

UJeUesit)

(22)
(23)

It is not recommended to take higher order terms in Eq. (23),
because this would require numerical differentiation of the measured data u>g. For the actual plant:

T I M E[ S E C ]

Fig. 1 Sliding control; 1 Hz, simulation

J^CoXt) = TUt
total input/output time delay be r^, then we need to advance
T„ei by til as follows:

- td) - T,

(24)

With the input advanced by t^:
T„e,deAt - td) = JeiLOedeAt) " X.l[t^c(0 - UJ^desU)]]
+ Ti, + 0(h)

(25)

- U},ues(t + t,)]] + TL (20) Combining Eqs. (24) and (25)
Si = - \ | 5 , + 0(h)/J,
(26)
Let h be the sampling time and t^ = nh. If ujgaes is smooth
enough, and uig and ojaies satisfy the Lipschitz condition, then Thus, this time advanced control law is stable for | S] \ greater
i^edesit + ta) can be approximated using past data within 0{h): than 10(h)/(\,Je) \. Figure 4 is the plot of the response of the
actual plant with time delay when the input signal is advanced
X,(w,-(2>,,„)] + r^ + 0 ( / ! )
(21) b y frf.
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Parameter Adaptation
There are two values that we treated as constants that would
tend to vary slowly over time. With a proper adaptive algorithm,
we can use these values to improve the robustness to unusual
disturbances and modeling errors. We will outline the derivation
and implementation of two adaptive algorithms.

.

Algorithm Derivation

C, Adaptation. The engine net torque, T^^, varies from engine to engine and also with time for a given engine. Let C, be
an unknown constant and:

TIME[SEC]

tf^f*^MH<t-»i»^'

TIME[SBC]

Fig. 2 Sliding control: step, simulation
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Fig. 7 Parameter adaptation: modified scheme, dt, simulation

Fig. 5 Parameter adaptation: 6f, simulation

T„„ = C,T'„„ = lioe

+ TL

T„eides = C,T'„e, = Je{(JJedes " '^I'S]) + T^

(29)
— -^

(30)

(28)

Defining C, = C, - C,, we can substitute Eq. (27) into Eq.
(28) and arrive at:

^\

V, - r I 5? + j_
- C^

(27)

Differentiating:
V, =S,S,
-\xS\

^edes

--C,d,
ax

Id

+ C,

(31)

«1

The next step is to define a Lyapunov function candidate. Let

Thefirstterm is guaranteed to be negative and the term in the

TIME[SBC]

TIMB[SBC]

TIMB[SBC]

TIMB[S EC]

Fig. 6 Parameter adaptation: MAX, simulation
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brackets can be set to zero by the choice of C, thus giving a
stabilizing adaptive law:
(32)

Ki5, + -^

C,

With the adaptive law given above, the derivative of the Lyapunov function is negative semi-definite. This means that Sx will
approach zero and C, will remain bounded. Figure 5 shows the
response of the adaptive controller.
MAX Adaptation. MAX which was defined as the maximum amount of air that can pass through the throttle body is a
function of the ambient temperature and pressure. One way to
update MAX would be to place two additional sensors on the
vehicle and occasionally change the parameter. Another solution is parameter adaptation. The adaptation algorithm follows
preceeding derivation. Let
{yhaicles - m„„)

- rflades =

(33)

-X2S2

(34)

rfla^de, = M A X P R I T C

Defining MAX = MAX - MAX, we can combine Eqs. (4),
(33), and (34), and arrive at:
•^2 = (rflai

- I

- tflao)

•

-

made.,

_ • _ •

^ M A X.

MAX
MAX
— — \202 + , , I , ,

(35)

tttaides

MAX
The next step is to define a Lyapunov function. Let
V^^-(sl
+ — MAX^

(36)

T I M E [ S EC ]

Fig. 10 Sliding control of an actual engine; 2 Hz, experiment

5.2 Modification of Adaptation Law. In Section 5.1 two
adaptive laws are derived from Lyapunov functions. An easier
algorithm to be implemented can be derived by relaxing the
Lyapunov condition. If the relaxed Lyapunov condition is satisfied then the equilibrium point is still stable (see Appendix).
Theorem. If, around the equilibrium point 0 of a system
X = f(x, t), / i s continuous, bounded and there exists a scalar
function V(x, t) with bounded partial derivatives such that
1.
2.
3.

V{x, t) is positive definite
V{x, t) is decrescent
V{x,t)\s, negative definite in the sense of the average

then the equilibrium point 0 is globally uniformly asymptotically stable.
By applying this condition two adaptive laws are derived
which are stable and simple to implement.

02

C, Adaptation. Define C, = ai SiTJCJ^ = ^, SJC, then for
the Lyapunov function of Eq. (30):

Differentiating:
Vj = S2S2 - — MAX M A X

Vx = -\i\+^\s\+^S,UJede,

1
MAX

= - \25'2 + MAX

(37)

MAX

f^aides^2
02

The first term is guaranteed to be negative and the term in the
brackets can be set to zero by the choice of M A X which gives
our adaptive law.

Let the adaptive gain /9| be very small then C, may change very
slowly. In addition, the degree of correlation between Sx and
LUedes is very small for small C, (see Eq. (29)), and ujeues M = 0
for bounded w^des and large Af. So,
V =

12252

MAX

3SOO
3450
3400

-

(40)

for small C,. So, C, = piSilC, is a possible candidate for the
stabilizing adaptive law. The response of this adaptive controller
is shown in Fig. 7.
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This adaptive law again guarantees that the sliding surface will
be driven to zero and that M A X will be bounded. Figure 6
shows the response of the adaptive controller.
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Fig. 9 Sliding control of an actual engine: 1 Hz, experiment
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Fig. 11 Sliding control of an actual engine: 3 Hz, experiment
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Fig. 12 Sliding control of an actual engine: step, experiment

MAX Adaptation. In the same manner, let MAX =
ajinaidesS2/MAX = /9252/MAX, then for the Lyapunov function
of Eq. (36):
V2 = -K2SI + M A X

MAX

(rfia,

fflaUle,)

(41)

Similarly,
-TT. .
'

KQ}^

\7* V

' r^\. 1
' 1

TIMEESEC]

V2

\/

1

2 ~l~

MAX

M A X Siirflaidc, - thaUles) =

(42)

So, MAX = I52S2IMAX is a stabilizing adaptive control law.
Figure 8 shows the response of this adaptive controller.
5.3 Discussion. Both the original and the modified adaptive algorithms work very well in simulation. However, the
responses of the modefied adaptive controllers are smoother
than those of the original controllers, and stay smooth even
when the adaptive gains become very large. This is reasonable
when we consider that the modified adaptation algorithm is
derived from a condition which satisfies the Lyapunov condition
in the sense of the average.

the equivalent analog filters are 0.02 [s] for both of them. The
experimental results are for the control gains X.i and X2 set to
10 [s '] and 80 [s ' ] and the dynamometer load set to
67.7 [N-m].
Figures 9-12 show the actual run of a multi-surface sliding
controller on the test stand when the time delay is modelled
and there are no parametric uncertainties. Figures 13 and 14
compare the performance of the original and the suggested
adaptive schemes tested for the same 1 Hz sinusoidal desired
speed profiles as in Fig. 9.
The experimental results show that the multi-surface sliding
mode controller works well up to a 3 Hz input signal with the
tracking errors less than 20 rpm, which is the noise level of the
speed sensor used for the test. The modified adaptive control
scheme is dominant especially in the case of C, adaptation (see
Fig. 13).

7

Conclusions

New sliding mode control algorithms were derived which
consider plant time delay and are robust to parametric uncertainty and measurement noise. The derived adaptive algorithms
were compared by both a computer simulation and an actual
engine run on a test bench. The performance of the sliding
6 Experimental Verification
The experimental verification has been made on a test stand mode control algorithm is very good for a wide range of driving
consisting of a six cylinder 3.8 liter engine connected to a conditions and the adaptation algorithms are stable for 50 permotoring dynamometer. The sliding controls have been imple- cent parametric uncertainties. The performance of the modified
mented on a 16 bit, 12 MHz microcontroller running at a 12 adaptive algorithms were superior especially in the experiment
ms loop speed. The controller senses the following engine vari- where modeling and sensing errors exist.
ables: engine speed, throttle body air flow, intake manifold
pressure and temperature, and throttle position. A stepper motor References
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APPENDIX
Derivation of an Averaging Lyapunov Condition
Define:
g(x{t),

OA<

~ A J,

g(x(T),T)dT

then
V{x(t

+ At), t + At) = V(x, t) + V(x, t)i^,At

Definition
If the function V{x, t) has continuous partial derivatives, and
there exists finite and positive At for all t such that V{x, OA»
^ - 7 ( | | J : | | ) Af < 0 then V is said to be negative definite in the
Sense of Average. Where the derivative and the averages are
taken along the trajectories of a system x = f(x, t), and y is
a class KR function.

98 / Vol. 118, MARCH 1996

Proof:
Let f,+j = ti + Ati's such that V(x, t,)^,. < —y(||jc||)A,,. From
the conditions 1 and 2 of the Theorem in section 5.2, a(||x(/)||)
s V{x{t),t) ^ ,5(||x(OII). and a and/3 are class KR functions.
For any /? > 0, there exists r{R) such that /3(r) < a{R). Let
the initial condition x{to) be chosen such that ||;c(fo)ll < ''then,
for all t, > to, aiR) > ^(r) s: V[x(to), to] a V[xit,), f,] a
<*(lk(^i)ll)- Sowecanfindx(t,)'s such that ||x(f,)|| < R. Since
Ati and ||x|| are bounded, finite Mi and M2 can be found such
that \\x{t)\\ < M,R + M^JR = R'(R) for all t> to.lfR does
not go to 0 then, ||j:(f,)|lA(, does not converge to 0 and there
exists a > 0 such that for all f, > to, -V[xiti), /,]A,,. a a >
Oor
V[x(t,),ti]

=

V[x(to),to]
Vdt s V[x(to), to] - (t, - to)a

which leads to a contradiction for large t,. So ||x(/j )||A,, goes to
0. But ||A:(f)|| a 0 and \\X(t)\\ is bounded, so \\x(t)\\ goes to 0
for all large enough t.
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